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1.

A student is writing a report that explains the process of single-stream recycling. The
student will trace the movement of recyclable objects from a house to the sorting
center.
What information should be in the concluding section of the report?

2.

3.

A.

data about the current rates of recycling

B.

a list of materials that can be put into a recycling bin

C.

a brief description of each of the steps in the recycling process

D.

an example of something a person might do that interferes with recycling

A student is writing a research report about opportunities for rock climbing in her
town. Which sources would most likely provide relevant information about the topic?
Choose two answers.
A.

a scientific magazine article about the types of rock formations

B.

a city parks and recreation department website that lists nearby rock
formations

C.

a geology book about how rocks are formed

D.

an interview with a local rock climber

E.

an online article discussing the physical benefits of rock climbing

Which sentence should be revised because it has a dangling modifier?
A.

Waking up suddenly, Kendra realized the noise she heard was just her dog
scratching at the door.

B.

Barking excitedly in the kitchen, the boy gave the dog its dinner.

C.

Looking to both attorneys, Judge McCall read the verdict with a neutral
expression.

D.

Buckling his seat belt, the father checked the rearview mirror to make sure his
children had also fastened theirs.
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4.

Which sentence contains a word that is misspelled?
A.

Michelle definately will enter the race for class president.

B.

The hotel will need to accommodate a large group for the conference.

C.

The escalator takes many visitors to the second floor of the museum.

D.

Benjamin is familiar with the location of the downtown library.
The Ship on the Hill

British writer Rudyard Kipling is perhaps best known for his story collection The Jungle Book. It
includes stories about a five-year-old boy named Mowgli who becomes lost in the jungles of
India. A gentle panther named Bagheera befriends the boy and brings him to a wolf pack. It is
there that Mowgli meets a bear cub named Baloo. Mowgli not only survives in the jungle but
also grows in courage and wisdom. The Jungle Book is still read today, but the stories also live
on in movies that were made based on the book.
Kipling wrote several other books set in India. He was born there in 1865 and spent his early
childhood in Bombay, where his father worked as a professor of architecture. When Kipling
grew older, his British parents sent him to boarding school in England. Most people think of
Kipling as a British writer, and he is. But what most people do not know is that Kipling wrote
The Jungle Book while living in a small Vermont town. He described his time in America as the
four happiest years of his life.
Kipling comes to Vermont
On February 17, 1892, Kipling and his new bride, Caroline, visited Brattleboro, Vermont.
Caroline's family, the Balestiers, lived there. Kipling was already a well-known writer. He and
Caroline had been staying in New York City, but Kipling did not like city life. He found Vermont
refreshing despite the cold weather. He wrote, "Thirty below freezing! The first shock of that
clear, still air took away the breath as does a plunge into seawater." The Kiplings decided to
move to Vermont.
At first, they stayed in a cottage they rented for ten dollars a month. Their oldest daughter,
Josephine, was born there. Soon after the baby's birth, the Kiplings began planning a home of
their own on a nine-and-a-half acre plot of land in the small town of Dummerston, about four
miles from Brattleboro's Main Street.
An architect was hired to design the house. It sits on a rocky hillside, with windows facing
Mount Monadnock. The mountain rises majestically above Vermont's green hills. Kipling found
the mountain's rocky peak inspiring.
Naulakha
Kipling named his new home Naulakha. When visiting British India, he had been inspired by
the Naulakha Pavilion, which is in what is now Lahore, Pakistan. Kipling oversaw the design
and construction of his home. The house sits high on a hillside. A high fieldstone foundation
raised it even high to improve the view of Mount Monadnock.
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Kipling designed Naulakha to look "like a boat on the flank of a distant wave." It is long and
narrow, measuring 90 feet by 22 feet. All the rooms face east with a view of the mountain. The
only entrance is on the west side of the house. The entrance opens onto a long hallway that
runs the length of the house and provides access to the east-facing rooms.
The prow, or front of the house, faces south. Kipling's study, lined with built-in bookcases, is
located there. Sun floods the room in the morning, which is when Kipling preferred to write. At
his desk at Naulakha, Kipling wrote The Jungle Book and Captains Courageous. He wrote the
Just So Stories for Little Children for Josephine. These tales include "How the Whale Got His
Throat," "How the Camel Got His Hump," "The Elephant's Child," and nine other fanciful
stories. Kipling wrote many poems in Vermont. Naulakha gave him the privacy and time he
needed. He later wrote, "When winter shut down and sleigh bells rang all over the white world
that tucked us in, we counted ourselves lucky."
Winter Fun
Kipling's life in Vermont was not all work. He and Caroline often entertained friends with parties
and dances. One of those friends, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, a Scottish writer who wrote stories
about the fictional detective Sherlock Holmes, visited Vermont one winter. He brought along a
set of downhill skis. Some people give Conan Doyle credit for introducing the sport of downhill
skiing to Vermont.
Kipling enjoyed playing golf. He invented the game of "snow golf." He painted the golf balls red
so they would show up against the white snow and planted in cans in the snow to serve as
holes. With energy and enthusiasm, he lobbed red golf balls across the crusty surface of the
snow toward the tin holes.
Naulakha Today
Kipling and his family left Vermont in 1896. Kipling always hoped to return, but he never did.
He once wrote, "Those four years in America will be blessed unto me for all my life."
Various friends lived at Naulakha until about 1942. Then it was abandoned for 50 years. In
1993, the Landmark Trust, an organization dedicated to preserving important homes,
purchased Naulakha and began restoring it. Kipling's original furnishings were still there.
Today, the house looks just as it did when Kipling lived there. The Landmark Trust rents
Naulakha to those who wish to stay for a night, a week, or a month. Temporary residents can
sit at Kipling's desk and enjoy the view that meant so much to Rudyard Kipling during his days
in America.
5.

How does the first paragraph contribute to the development of ideas in the passage?
A.

It explains Kipling's importance to literature.

B.

It explains why Kipling decided to move to Vermont.

C.

It explains why Kipling set many of his works in India.

D.

It explains Kipling's childhood interest in animals.
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6.

This question has two parts. First, answer part A. Then, answer part B.
Part A
What is the author's most likely purpose for mentioning Kipling skiing and golfing in
Vermont?

7.

A.

to describe activities that gave Kipling ideas for his stories

B.

to show that Kipling enjoyed other activities besides writing

C.

to explain how Kipling earned extra income while in Vermont

D.

to explain how athletic Kipling had become while living in Vermont

Part B
Which sentence from the passage best supports the answer in part A?

8.

9.

A.

Kipling found the mountain's rocky peak inspiring.

B.

Kipling wrote many poems in Vermont.

C.

He invented the game of "snow golf."

D.

Kipling and his family left Vermont in 1896.

Which sentence best provides two central ideas of the passage?
A.

Kipling's time in Vermont inspired him in his work, and Kipling enjoyed many
leisure activities with family and friends while living in the United States.

B.

Kipling longed to return to England after living in Vermont, and Kipling was
best known for his story collection The Jungle Book.

C.

Kipling's time in Vermont provided him with the opportunity to build a
wonderful house, and Kipling wrote the book Just So Stories for Little Children
for his daughter.

D.

Kipling had little spare time while working as a writer, and Kipling preferred
living in the city to living in the country.

Read the sentence from the passage.
[Kipling] once wrote, "Those four years in America will be blessed unto me for all my
life."
Write an essay analyzing the reasons why Kipling would write this quote to describe
his time in America. Use evidence from the passage to support your response.
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